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The Maryland Education Enterprise Consortium (MEEC)
recently awarded its first library service-related contract to
CDygert Solutions, LLC.
Visit the MEEC website for details on the RFP

About CDygert Solutions, LLC
CDygert Solutions, LLC is led by Claire T. Dygert, a librarian with over
twenty years of experience in acquiring online content for libraries. We have
worked with libraries on a statewide basis to secure the best prices and
content available, and provide a variety of services to libraries seeking to
establish relationships with vendors that are mutually beneficial, and to
lower the cost of library content through effective negotiation techniques.
Visit Our Website to Learn More!

Services Available Under the MEEC Contract
Assessment and Strategic Planning to Reduce the Cost of E-Resources
Consolidated Invoicing Services
Participation in Multi-Year E-Journal Packages Negotiated and Managed by CDygert Solutions
Negotiation, Management and Invoicing Services for Annual E-Resource Subscriptions
Collection of Usage Statistics
Vendor Day Event Planning Services

CDygert Solutions will be sending a survey to all MEEC members in late May
to identify service needs among MEEC member libraries.

Spotlight: E-Journal Package Offerings
CDygert Solutions has partnered with the publishers
Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, SAGE,
and Wiley, and is exploring opportunities with Springer Nature
and Taylor & Francis, to make e-journal packages available to
our academic base. Final pricing terms will be available for
review and consideration shortly after the American Library
Association (ALA) meeting in June.
In addition to the offerings for the university and college market,

CDygert Solutions is working with these publishers to craft
special deals for the community college market.
Visit Our Website to Learn More!
Not an academic library, but interested in licensing e-journal
packages for your library? Contact us to discuss your needs.
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